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Inspection Summary

Inspection on October 30 through December 4, 1984, and Enforcement Conference
on December 7, 1984 (Report Nos. 50-373/84-28(DRP); 50-374/84-36(DRP))
Areas Inspected: Special unannounced inspection by the resident inspectors of
activities surrounding the violation of Technical Specification 3.6.5.3 and the
continuing problem of control room operators being inattentive. The Enforcement
Conference was held concerning the circumstances surrounding the event and the
enforcement history of similar events. The inspection involved a total of 208
inspector-hours onsite by two NRC inspectors, including 12 inspector-hours
onsite during off-shifts. The Enforcement Conference involved a total of 40
hours by 10 NRC personnel.
Results: Seven items of noncompliance were identified (Limiting Condition for
Operations violation on Standby Gas Treatment system, failure of operator to-
recognize abnormal condition, failure to conduct proper shift turnover, failure

-to make log entries, failure to provide work instructions, and failure to
operationally test system prior to returning it to service).
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DETAILS

1. Persons Attendina Enforcement Conference

, Commonwealth Edison Corporate

C. Reed, Vice President of Nuclear Operations
L. O. Del George, Assistant Vice President of Licensing and Engineering

-D. P. Galle, Division Vice President and General Manager for Nuclear
Stations

- D. Farrar, Director of Nuclear Licensing
W. P. Worden, BWR Operations Manager
J. G. Marshall, Nuclear Licensing Administrator

LaSalle Station

~G. J. Diederich, Plant Superintendent, LaSalle
C. E. Sargent,-Assistant Superintendent for Operations
R. D. Bishop, Assistant Superintendent for Administration and Lupport

Services
'J. V. Schmeltz, Operating Engineer

NRC Representatives

A. B. Davis, Deputy Regional Administrator
C. E. Norelius, Director, Division of Reactor Projects .
E. G. Greenman, Deputy Director, Division of Reactor Projects
W.;D. Shafer, Chief, Projects Branch 2
N. J. Chrissotimos, Chief, Projects Section 2C
M.-J. Jordan, Senior Resident Inspector, LaSalle *:
C. D. Anderson, Project Inspector, Section 2C
W. H. Schultz, Enforcement Coordinator
B.-A. Berson, Regional Counsel
B. Beach, Senior. Reactor Operations Engineer, OIE -

,

; 2. Sequence of Events
t

On October'30, 1984, at 2:45 p.m., the resident inspector was touring ;

|. the Unit I reactor building and noted that air was leaking from'the'
L doors of the "A" Standby Gas Treatment (SBGT) train. - Subsequently,
j the inspector entered the' control room and'noted that the discharge
L flow through the "A" SBGT train as' indicated by the' chart recorder
i was reading approximately 3300 CFM. Technical Specification 4.6.5.3.b
l, requires 4000_i 10% CFM. In addition, the inspector noted that thes-

"B" SBGT train fan switch was in pull-to-lock and would, therefore,.
.not auto-initiate. The "B" SBGT train was in pull-to-lock'so that

,

' '

- only'one train would auto initiate while performing Procedure- LES-PC-02,
; . Group;2 and 4 Isolation Actuation Logic System Functional Test." The"

[ Linspector immediately. informed licensee representatives of the less
i han required flow rate on the "A".SBGT train.Tt
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The Unit 1 shift foreman was dispatched at approximately 3:03 p.m. to
the "A" SBGT train whereupon he adjusted the setpoint on the flow
controller to meet technical specification limits.

.

Prior to leaving the site at 4:00 p.m., the resident inspector re-
quested that the operations superintendent notify him by telephone of
any additional information gathered by the licensee in their effort
to investigate the low flow of the "A" SBGT train and to determine if
a violation of a Limiting Condition for Operation occurred. The
resident inspector received no telephone calls that evening.

4

Subsequently, at about 4:45 p.m. , the reactor engineer and a technical
staff engineer examined the train and identified air leakage from the
doors of the "A" SBGT train. The air leakage from the door was caused by
the doors not being completely secured closed. Thus, a tight door seal
was not possible. The doors were immediately secured closed by licensee
representatives.

^

On the following morning, October 31, 1984, the resident inspector
was informed by licensee representatives that they suspected that the
Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) per Technical Specification
3.6.5.3 may have been exceeded but that the licensee's investigation
was not yet complete. A meeting was conducted with plant personnel
who might have been involved with some activity related to the "A" SBGT

train. The meeting revealed that a maintenance activity was conducted
on October 15, 1984, under Work Request No. L39971. Contract Instrument
Mechanics (IMs) installed a multiprobe tube for a static pressure
indication on the "A" SBGT train, at which time the IMs are assumed
to have failed to properly secure the doors to the "A" SBGT train.
The "A" SBGT train was returned to service upon completion of the
maintenance activity on October 16, 1984, and no post maintenance
surveillance was conducted by the licensee to verify operability of
the "A" SBGT train.

On October 31, 1984, at 3:35 p.m., the licensee notified the headquarters

duty officer of the LCO violation per Technical Specification 3.6.5.3.,
which states, "With one standby gas treatment subsystem inoperable,
restore the inoperable subsystem to OPERABLE status within 7 days, or:
1. In OPERABLE CONDITION 1, 2 or 3, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN s'*hin
the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours."
The failure to comply with Technical Specification 3.6.5.3 is considered a
repeat violation (see attachment for previous noncompliances 373/82-30-01,
373/82-30-02, 373/82-30-03, 373/83-34-02, 373/83-42-01, 373/83-42-03,
373/84-23-01 and 374/84-23-01). These listed noncompliances are LCO
violations, similar in nature, caused by lack of control room operator

- awareness.

3. Review of Event

Subsequent discussions with licensee representatives indicated thata.
! the Center Desk Nuclear Station Operator (CONS 0), who is responsible
l for the SBGT panel was aware of the "A" .SBGT train low discharge flow

3
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indicated by the chart recorder. The chart recorder is colored
coded in order to assist the operator in recognizing off normal
conditions and the chart recorder pen was reading in the yellow
band for approximately ES hours which is indicative of abnormal
conditions. The CDNSO did not inform operations management of
the low flow indication or log the discrepancy. The CDNSO
erroneously believed that the low flow was attributed to the
off normal valve alignment for the logic functional test which
was not the alignment used for the operabil'ty surveillance.

LaSalle Procedure LAP 1600-2, " Conduct of Operations", para-
graph F.1.y requires the control room operator to be " alert

and attentiva to control room instrumentation and annunciator
status to d5tect abnormalities and identify trends in important
parameters." The failure ofthe CONSO to identify the low flow
indication on the chart recorder is considered a repeat viola-
tion (see attachment for previous noncompliances 373/84-02-07,
373/84-23-04 a and b). These noncompliances identified previous
failures of control room operators to be alert and respond to
off-normal conditions.

b. Review of shift turnover activities on October 30, 1984, for the
hours of approximately 2:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m., revealed that neither
the oncoming CONSO or the Shift Engineer (SE) recognized that the
discharge flow of the "A" SBGT train was less than required. LaSalle
Procedure LAP 200-3, " Shift Change", paragraph 5d. requires that
the Shift Engineer " perform a visual control room panel check
particularly verifying important operating parameters, especially
those relating to safety systems"; and paragraph 6d. requires that

_

the NSO " inspect his unit control room panels and verify important
operating parameters, especially those relating to safety systems".
The failure of the SE and CDNSO to recognize the lower than required
flow indicated by the chart recorder for the "A" SBGT train is
indicative of inadequate review of control room panels during shift
turnover. This is considered a violation.

c. Review of the center desk NS0's log revealed that no mention of
the "B" SBGT fan switch being in the pull-to-lock position was
recorded. The failure to record the pull-to-lock position of
the "B" SBGT fan switch was done several times during the periodi

of 10:50 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. on October 30, 1984. The activity of
taking the "B" SBGT train out of service and returning it to service

,

was a result of the performance of Procedure LES-PC-02. ~LaSalle'

Procedure LAP 220-3, " Center Desk Operator's Log", states, "the log
will include a descriptive chronology for the main events of the
shift and their time in the sequence of occurrence, such as:
G. Starting and stopping of major plant equipment." The CDNSO
failed to log the stopping of the "B" SBGT train by placing it
in pull-to-lock position and the starting of the "A" SBGT train.
LAP 220-3 also requires that the oncoming CDNSO log "significant
common plant abnormal conditions found upon assuming the shift."
The oncoming CDNSO failed to log the abnormal conditions of the

4
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"B" SBGT switch in pull-to-lock and the low flow on the recorder
for the "A" SBGT train. These failures are considered repeat
violations (see attachment for previous. noncompliance 373/84-23-02).

-The previous noncompliance was for several examples of failure to
make required log entries. Also no entries of the off-normal
conditions were made on the control room easel which was a
corrective action for a previous LCO violation.

d. The licensee performed maintenance to install a longer differential
pressure element in the SBGT air flow path to get a more correct
differential pressure reading across the filters and to eliminate
a nuisance alarm which was being received in.the control room.

The licensee's Quality Assurance (QA) Manual Procedure Q.P. No. 3-52
states under definition for routine maintenance, in part, "... Work,

* if not performed correctly, that could have impact on safety or
plant reliability, shall not be designated as routine." Contrary
to the licensee's QA manual, the work request was marked as " routine
maintenance" with no detailed installation instructions or cautions
on proper returning of the system to operation.

The licensee QA Manual Procedure No. 3-52 also states, in part,
"the Operating Assistant Superintendent or Operating Engineer has
the responsibility to specify, if required, post maintenance test
to determine operation readiness-of equipment and specify who wil1
perform tests." No test to determine operational readiness of the
equipment was specified by the Operating Assistant Superintendent
or Operating Engineer.

'The above two procedure. violations are considered violatio'ns.

e. The licensee was informed of the inadequate flow through the "A" SBGT.

train by the resident inspector on October 30, 1984, at approximately
3:00 p.m. CST.' The licensee adjusted the flow controller and estab--n .

L lished adequate flow of 3950 CFM at approximately 3:03 p.m. One hour
and forty-five minutes later three doors on the S8GT system were found
not tightly closed (i.e. , " dogged down" properly). This apparently
was the cause for the flow indication below Technical Specification
limits'that the inspector discovered and of which he' informed the q

licensee. During this time, the "B" SBGT train was inoperable due ,

,
to it being in pull-to-lock. The Emergency Notification System !

'

(ENS) phone call to NRC Headquarters reporting that both trains
.of SBGT were inoperable was not made until 4:20 p.m., CST, on-
November 2, 1984. The notification to Headquarters is required
to be made within four hours of the occurrence in accordance with-
50.72(b)(iii)(C).<

Taking approximately 72 hours to report that both trains were
inoperable is beyond the four hours allowed by 10 CFR 50.72 and
is considered a violation.

I
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4. Summary

'

The above violations collectively represent an apparent breakdown in
management controls. Some of these same concerns have been identified
in the past and have not been adequately corrected. The corrective
actions for previous noncompliances should have precluded this latest
LCO violation and associated procedural violations.

5. Enforcement Conference

The Region III staff met with licensee representatives (denoted in
Paragraph 1) for an Enforcement Conference on December 7,1984, in the
Region III office. The purpose of the Enforcement Conference was to
discuss the inspection findings and planned or completed licensee
corrective actions.

The NRC presented the sequence of events and violations as found during
the inspection. The past enforcement history of events similar in nature
to the SBGT event, based on lack of operator awareness, was given. The
licensee presented their facts which agreed with the NRC facts. The
continuing problem of the control room operators being unaware and
inattentive to their instrumentation and conditions was discussed.

The licensee acknowledged that their performance was unacceptable and
needed improvement. The key corrective action proposed by the licensee
was the expansion of their Regulatory Performance Improvement Plan (RPIP)
at LaSalle. The expansion is to address RPIP deficiencies and enhance
understanding and acceptance of the plan.

.
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ATTACHMENT

The following is a chronological history of LaSalle County Nuclear Power
j Station enforcement actions for the past two years pertinent to the continuing
'

lack of management controls of the activities of the control room operations
staff. All noncompliances and meetings listed are deemed to be similar to
the event of October 30, 1984, where the operator failed to be aware of and
respond to off-normal conditions _in the control room. Corrective actions
from some of the previous noncompliances should have prevented the October 30,
1984, incident.

April-May 1982 - Severity Level IV - 373/82-30-02

During this period, seven events for which Licensee Event Reports (LERs) were
written pertained to personnel problems associated with interpreting and imple-
menting technical sper.ifications (T.S.). They are as follows:

1. April 19, 1982

Personnel failed to recognize that the loading of unirradiated fuel
constituted core alterations, thus they failed to perform T.S.
required channel checks.

2. April 18-28, 1982

Personnel failed to recognize that the Station Vent Stack Radiation
Monitor System was operable, thus they failed to perform the T.S.
required surveillance.

3. May 1-3, 1982

Four hour flow estimates were not made for an inoperable Station Vent
Stack flow recorder as required by T.S. Eight hour grab samples were
taken instead. ,

4. April 17-May 6, 1982

All fire doors were not inspected in accordance with T.S.
,

5. May 5, 1982

With the Unit 1 Division II batteries inoperable, the tie breakers
were not aligned to supply power from the associated Unit 2 batteries
as required by T.S.

6. May 2, 1982

The Main Stack Gaseous Effluent Monitor System was made inoperable for
approximately seven hours without any monitoring as required by T.S.
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7. April 19-May 11, 1982

The Service Water and Residual Heal Removal Service Water Systems had
alarm trip /setpoints that were nonconservatively set and not declared
inoperable. The eight hour grab samples were not taken as required
by T.S.

The corrective actions implemented by the licensee in response to
this item of noncompliance included increasing Operating Engineer
and Technical Staff Supervisor feedback to shift personnel on
surveillance errors and reviewing surveillance activities.

April 25-30, 1982 - Severity Level IV - 373/82-30-03

The Standby Gas Treatment System was made inoperable by the Nuclear Station
Operator (NS0) and the Shift Control Room Engineer (SCRE) by incorrectly lift-
ing four leads which blocked the Unit 1, Division II initiation signal.

The licensee's corrective action was to write a new procedure for changes made
to systems.

June 5, 1982 - Severity Level IV - 373/82-30-01

Operators were unaware that none of the Reactor Coolant Leakage Detection
Systems were operable, thus Mode 3 was entered without these systems in
violation of T.S. Also, these systems were not functionally tested within
thirty-one (31) days as required by T.S. The operators continued to record *

instrument indications even though there were no detectors installed for
those instruments.

The corrective action was to review surveillance activities to determine if
surveillances were scheduled and current.

June 11, 1982 - Management Meeting

A meeting was held between Commonwealth Edison Company (CECO) and the NRC to
discuss the previous events and NRC concerns, such as:

1. Failure to implement T.S. surveillance requirements.

2. Failure to comply with T.S. action statements.

3. Unauthorized operation of safety related equipment.

4. Inadequate plant awareness.

CECO outlined what steps they were taking to combat these problems:

1. Review required surveillances and conduct them properly.

2. Improve communications between departments.

3. Develop a matrix to determine which equipment applies to which T.S.

2
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4. Review LERs to determine if individuals, crews, or departments are
having fundamental problems.

5. Put additional perscnnel in control room when the workload
increased.

August 18, 1982 - Severity Level IV - 373/82-41-02

An operator trainee was observed withdrawing control rods without direction from
and not under the supervision of a licensed operator in violation of 10 CFR 55.

The corrective actions were to inform the operators of the requirements and
write guidelines for control room trainees.

May 13, 1983 - SALP 3 Meeting

A Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP) meeting was held to
discuss the period of January 1 through December 31, 1982. In the area of Plant
Operations, two issues were designated as requiring additional attention. One
issue was operator recognition of off-normal conditions and the other was the
failure to adequately control the status of equipment. The licensee was rated
a Category 2 in Plant Operations for this period and a declining trend in
performance was discussed.

August 24, 1983 - Severity Level IV - 373/83-34-02

The control room operator failed to take sufficient advantage of the various
temperature indications available to monitor the primary coolant heatup .and
failed to prevent the change from Mode 4 to Mode 3. The operator was unaware
of the temperature increase allowing the change in mode without the T.S. required
equipment operable.

3
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?The corrective actions taken were as follows:

i

i- 1. A meeting with the operating staff involved to discuss the event with
* emphasis on the judgmental errors involved.

j' 2. The Station Superintendent conducted tailgate meetings with the
operating department supervision.

3. Shift _ Engineers were directed to hold tailgate meetings with their.

i shifts on the topics of concern expressed at the Enforcement Confer-

| ence held on September 30, 1983.

September 30, 1983 - Enforcement Conference'

t

] The noncompliance of August 24, 1983, was discussed, plus other concerns. Ceco
presented a program which included the assignment of a second reactor operator
to the Unit 2 control room when the workload increased to the point where the4

normally stationed operator required assistance. Also, meetings between plant-

j management and the Shift Engineers, which would reemphasize the need to conduct
all plant operations and testing in a controlled manner, would be held.

October 16, 1983 - Severity Level IV - 373/83-42-01
i

With one diesel generator inoperable, the other diesel generator must be tested
: within one hour as required by T.S. The control room operator failed to recog-

nize that one diesel generator was inoperable, thus he failed to test the other.
3

The corrective action taken was to train all operations personnel on shift on

the causal factors involved with this event.
i
t October 26-27, 1983 - Severity Level V - 373/83-42-03

The operator failed to identify the need for T.S. required operational testing
,

with one offsite power supply out of service, thus he failed to perform the
1 test, violating T.S.

The corrective action was to train all licensed operating personnel on this
c event.
,

January 22, 1984 - Severity Level IV - 373/84-02-07

i The LaSalle annunciator procedure for the radwaste effluent monitor flow alarm
requires that upon-its receipt, a radwaste discharge in progress be terminated.
The-operator failed to respond to this alarm and allowed the unmonitored liquidj.

radwaste discharge to continue.'

-

~

The corrective action taken was to train all operating staff on this event.

: !
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June 4, 1984 - Severity Level IV - 374/84-23-01

The Reactor Water Cleanup System isolation functions for temperature, differen-
tial temperature, and differential flow were inoperable and the system was not
isolated in violation of T.S. The reactor operator was not aware of the T.S.
Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) timeclock being in effect. The Shift
Control Room Engineer (SCRE) did not inform him.

June 22, 1984 - Enforcement Conference

A conference was held to discuss the above event in which there was inadequate
understanding of plant status and insufficient communication among the people
involved. The licensee agreed that the management system of the Shift Engineer
(SE), SCRE, and reactor operator should have prevented the event.

The corrective actions taken were as follows:

1. The event was reviewed by all operating crews.

2. A letter from the Assistant Superintendent of Operations was sent to
all SEs and SCREs which presented guidelines, actions, and responsi-
bilities for maintaining T.S. time clocks during the performance of
surveillances, routine procedures, and special testing.

3. An efficient method of tracking T.S. timeclocks associated with
surveillances was to be researched for incorporation into plant
routines by November 15, 1984.

August 11-12, 1984 - One Severity Level IV Noncompliance with Two Examples -
373/84-23-02

On August 11, 1984, the control room operator failed to adhere to the require-
ment in the " Shift Change" procedure in that no log entry was made in the
Degraded Equipment Log for operation of the Drywell Purge System while in a
T.S. Action Statement.

For four subsequent shifts during the period of August 11 and 12, 1984, the
operators failed to adhere to the " Unit Operator's Log" procedure in that no
entries were made for the startup and shutdown of the Drywell Purge System or
the continued operation of that system when it constituted an abnormal plant
condition.

The corrective actions taken were to revise the two previously mentioned
procedures to more clearly identify the required log entries as they apply
to T.S. LCO timeclock actions. Also, the Station Superintendent and Assis-
tant Superintendent for Operations stressed the necessity of compliance with
procedures in a discussion with licensed operators on September 19 and
October 3, 1984.

5
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August 12, 1984 - Severity Level IV - 373/84-23-01

A LCO timeclock was exceeded when the reactor was not in cold shutdown within
twenty-four hours after initiation and continuing operation of the Drywell Purge
System for an activity-other than inerting, deinerting, or pressure control.

The corrective actions taken were as follows:

1. The use of an alarm clock to aid the SCRE in tracking time clocks.

2. The Station Superintendent and the Assistant Superintendent of Opera-
tions emphasized the importance of LCO timeclock adherence and proper
log entries in a meeting with the Operating Department Supervisors.

3. An easel was placed in the control room as a visual display for LCO
timeclocks in effect.

4. The assignment of an additional person in the control room whose
primary function is to monitor Action Statement timeclocks. He is
assigned on day shift during the week.

5. Procedure changes were implemented to clarify the requirements to log
all LCO timeclocks in effect in the unit operator's log.

6. A procedure was implemented to provide instruction to Operating per-'

sonnel on the use of the visual displays, alarm clocks, and the
responsibility for recording timeclock information.

7. A second discussion was held by the station management with the
licensed operators fellowing the enforcement conference of
September 11, 1984. The necessity for LC0 timeclock compliance was
reemphasized as well as the responsibilities of the Nuclear Station
Operators (NS0s) and SCREs regarding timeclocks.

August 13, 1984 - One Severity Level IV Noncompliance Given for This Event
and the Next - 373/84-23-04a

Operators are required by the " Conduct of Operations" procedure to know the
reason for an annunciator that is in the alarmed condition while he is on
duty. Also, he is required to be alert and attentive to instrumentation at
all times and frequently monitor instrumentation and annunciator status to
detect abnormalities and identify trends in important parameters. The operator
failed to recognize the significance of two annunciators that came up as a
result of surveillance testing on the Reactor Building Ventilation System and
failed to clear the annunciator signal which resulted in a Reactor Building
Ventilation System isolation upon authorization for the removal of a set of
electrical jumpers.

The correctivo actions were discussions with the Station Superintendent and/or
the Assistant Superintendent and the operating personnel. This discussion

6
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included the importance of responding promptly to plant conditions and alarms.
Also, formal training was conducted covering the topics of awareness of and
response to annunciators.

August 28-29, 1984 - Severity Level IV with Above - 373/84-23-04b

A safety relief valve lifted twice and the operators did not recognize it.
This violates the " Conduct of Operations" procedure cited above.

The corrective actions again were discussions between station management and
the licensed operators. Followup training of the event and alarm response
procedure revisions were included in the required reading list for all
licensed operators.

September 11, 1984 - Enforcement Conference

An enforcement conference was held to discuss the previously listed events,
the corrective actions taken, and review personnel errors.

September 17, 1984 - SALP 4 Meeting

A Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP) meeting was held to
discuss the period of January 1,1983, through April 30, 1984. The Plant
Operation's problems that were identified in SALP 3 continued throughout the
SALP 4 period. Operational awareness and equipment control appear not to have
been significantly impacted by the licensee's Regulatory Performance Improve-
ment Program. The licensee was rated a Category 3 in Plant Operations with a
declining trend within the period.

.
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